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DEFINITIONS
For the purposes of this Offering Memorandum, unless the context requires otherwise:
Business Day

A Business Day is any day other than Saturday and Sunday on which
banks are open for business in the Republic of Ireland [and/or such
days as the Directors of Quantrom P2P Lending Designated Activity
Company may determine];

Conditions

the conditions as attached as Schedule 1 to the Profit Participation
Note Subscription Agreement;

Company

Quantrom P2P Lending Designated Activity Company (“QP2PL”);

Data Protection
Regulation

the General Data Protection Regulation 2016/679;

Directors

the Board of Directors of QP2PL, which at the date of this Offering
Memorandum is Gustav Jensen and Lars Peter Svane;

EEA

the European Economic Area which consists of all member states of
the EU and Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway;

EU

the European Union as formed by the Maastricht Treaty;

Functional Currency

QP2PL’s functional currency, i.e., the currency in which it maintains
its books and records and its financial statements, is the Euro or
“EUR”;

Initial Subscription Price

the initial subscription price for the first issuance of Notes is to be
determined by the Directors;

Interest on Notes

accounting profits (excluding deduction of interest on Notes) of
QP2PL;

Investment Management
Agreement

the service agreement dated 1 May 2018 between QP2PL and the
Investment Manager, pursuant to which QP2PL has appointed the
Investment Manager to act as investment manager to QP2PL;

Investment Manager

Quantrom Limited (Company Number: 586819), a limited liability
company incorporated in Ireland on 29 July 2016;

ISIN CFI Code

DMMXXR;

ISIN Code

IE00BFM83V84;

ISIN Issuer Name

Quantrom P2P Lending DAC;

Lock-Up Period

the first 12-month period beginning on the day on which a Note was
issued to a Noteholder;

Management Fee

the management fee payable to the Investment Manager;
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DEFINITIONS (continued)
Minimum Initial
Subscription Amount

EUR 10,000;

Minimum Subsequent
Subscription Amount

minimum subsequent subscription must be increased by a minimum of
EUR 2,000 per subscription;

Minimum Redemption

EUR 5,000;

Net Asset Value

the net asset value of QP2PL;

Note

Profit Participating Note (“PPN”);

Noteholder

a person who subscribes for the PPN;

Offering Memorandum

this offering memorandum;

Performance Fees

a performance-based fee payable to the Investment Manager by
QP2PL;

PPN Subscription
Agreement

the agreement to be entered into between each investor and QP2PL
whereby the investor will subscribe for Notes;

Price of Notes

the fair value of the Notes at the Valuation Point, as determined by the
Directors of QP2PL, denoted by six decimal places;

Principal of Note

Subscription Price of Note;

Redemption Amount

the number of notes multiplied by the Price of the Notes being
redeemed at the Valuation Point immediately prior to the Redemption
Point;

Redemption Form

the Redemption Form attached at Appendix 4;

Redemption Notice Period

no later than 35 Business Days (or shorter period as the Directors of
QP2PL may permit, either generally or in any particular case) prior
written notice of the intention to redeem such Notes from the next
applicable Valuation Point;

Redemption Point

two hours after the Valuation Point and within the last calendar day of
the relevant calendar month. Further, the Redemption Point is any
other time of day which the Directors of QP2PL in their sole discretion
may from time to time determine;

Relevant Territory

means either of the following (i) a member state of the European
Communities (other than Ireland), (ii) not being such a member state,
a country with which Ireland has a tax treaty in force by virtue of
section 826(1) TCA, or (iii) not being a territory referred to in (i) or
(ii), a country with which Ireland has signed such a tax treaty which
will come into force once the procedures set out in section 826(1) TCA
have been completed;

Subscription Amount

the amount which a Subscriber subscribed for Notes in QP2PL;
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DEFINITIONS (continued)
Subscription Point

two hours after the Valuation Point and within the last calendar day of
the relevant calendar month. Further, the Subscription Point is any
other time of day which the Directors of QP2PL in their sole discretion
may from time to time determine;

Subscription Documents

the Subscription Form and the PPN Subscription Agreement;

Subscription Notice Period

no later than 5.00pm (GMT) on the Business Day which is 5 business
days prior to the applicable Subscription Point;

Valuation Day

the last calendar day of the relevant calendar month or such other
calendar day(s) as the Directors of QP2PL, in their sole discretion, may
from time to time determine;

Valuation Point

the close of business in the last market relevant to QP2PL to close on
each Valuation Day or such other time as the Directors may determine.
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1.

Summary of Profit Participation Note Program

Quantrom P2P Lending Designated Activity Company, incorporated and registered in the Republic of
Ireland (Company Number: 597719) whose registered office is at 59-60 O’Connell Street, Limerick,
V94 E95T, Ireland (hereinafter referred to as “QP2PL” or the “Company”) has, by resolution of its
Board of Directors dated 25 October 2018, resolved to open a program to issue an unlimited amount of
unsecured profit participation notes (together the “Notes” and each a “Note”) (ISIN: IE00BFM83V84).
QP2PL is a vehicle that invests in a diversified portfolio of direct loans or tranches of loans via a number
of peer-to-peer lending platforms in the European Economic Area.
THE NOTES REPRESENTED HEREBY HAVE NOT BEEN AND WILL NOT BE
REGISTERED OR AUTHORISED FOR OFFERING UNDER ANY SECURITIES LAW. THE
HOLDER HEREOF, BY PURCHASING THE NOTES REPRESENTED HEREBY, AGREES
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE ISSUER THAT THE NOTES REPRESENTED HEREBY MAY
NOT BE REOFFERED, RESOLD, PLEDGED OR OTHERWISE TRANSFERRED EXCEPT
IN COMPLIANCE WITH ANY APPLICABLE LAWS.
Description of Notes
1.1

The Notes shall be known as unsecured profit participation notes and shall be initially issued
in integral multiples of €1.00 by the Company subject to the minimum subscription amount.

1.2

The Initial Subscription Price for the first issuance of Notes is to be determined by the Directors.

1.3

The amount of the Notes, which the Company can issue is unlimited.

1.4

The minimum initial value of Notes a Noteholder can subscribe for is €10,000. Subsequent
subscriptions must be for a minimum of €2,000 per subscription.

1.5

This document is for distribution in the EEA, Switzerland and the UK only and the Notes may
only be subscribed for by persons from the EEA, Switzerland and the UK.

1.6

Any legal person taxable in the United States of America (“U.S”) is not entitled to subscribe
for the Note(s).

1.7

Subscriptions can take place on a monthly basis. In order to allow adequate time for processing
of a Subscription for Notes, there is a minimum notice period (Refer to Subscription Notice
Period definition page 4).

1.8

The Company reserves the right to limit subscriptions or to refuse a request for subscription.

1.9

Redemptions can take place on a monthly basis. Notes may not be redeemed during the Lock
Up Period unless approved by the Directors (Refer to Lock Up Period page 15).

1.10

Quantrom Limited is the Investment Manager of QP2PL, Cohen & Co. are the Auditors of the
Company and Doran & Minehane Limited act as Accountant and Transfer Agent.

1.11

The Management Fee is equal to 1/12th of 1% per month of the value attributable to the Notes
and the Performance Fee is an amount equal to 10% of the appreciation of the Price of the Notes
above 7% year on year (Refer to 8. Fees and Expenses page 12).

1.12

QP2PL is incorporated in and resident for tax purposes in Ireland. Accordingly, it is subject to
Irish corporation tax on its worldwide income and gains. The current rates of Irish corporation
tax are 12.5% for certain trading income, 25% for all other income and 33% for capital gains.

1.13

the Note(s) cannot be pledged or sold to third parties without the prior approval of the Directors,
Transfer Agent and the Investment Manager.
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2.

Introduction and Background Information
Introduction
Quantrom P2P Lending Designated Activity Company (hereinafter referred to as “QP2PL”) is a
vehicle that invests in a diversified portfolio of direct loans or tranches of loans via a number of
peer-to-peer lending platforms in the European Economic Area.
Background information
Since the financial crisis in 2008, two major trends have established themselves in the financial
markets: yields on fixed income instruments have fallen too close to zero, and many borrowers
have faced difficulties in obtaining loans from financial institutions due to, among other reasons,
increased capital requirements. At a macroeconomic level, these trends continue to have an impact
on economic activity.
Investors who do not receive a return on their fixed income investments are understandably
insecure about their spending capacity, and tend to increase their savings, despite negative interest
rates. This lowers their consumption and thus overall economic activity.
Many borrowers have difficulty obtaining credit due to increased capital requirements and the low,
post-crisis risk-appetite of financial institutions. Borrowers able to obtain a loan from these
institutions are often investors who already have savings, but who prefer to borrow at low cost
instead of utilising those savings.
The internet has changed the way we purchase goods, book hotel rooms and travel, to name but a
few examples. Such changes are also evident in the financial and service sectors, where pricing
has become more transparent and the market place is open to everybody via P2P (peer-to-peer)
transactions.
In the U.S., lending platforms, such as Lending Club, have attained quite substantial volumes, and
there has been similar progress in the UK. Meanwhile in the European Economic Area, lending
platforms are seeing increased volume, although the market is still very fragmented.
Platforms for P2P lending have entered into this market segment and are beginning to fill a gap in
demand created by the risk aversion of mainstream lenders. The reluctance of traditional financial
institutions to lend to all but their highest-rated clients has led to a growing number of borrowers
to seek funding elsewhere, and many will approach a loan originator for that purpose.
Loans granted by originators are offered on a lending platform. Investors can purchase these loans
directly on a lending platform, or indirectly via an investment vehicle that distributes the risk and
creates a diversified portfolio. QP2PL is such a vehicle.

3.

Macro Trends
The sharing economy and direct access to suppliers have changed many business models. U.S. tech
major Dell was the first company to empower clients to order computers directly from the
production line, while various websites offer search facilities to find the cheapest travel and hotel
options, helping customers secure better prices.
Companies such as Airbnb and Uber have exploited the potential of the sharing economy by
offering, respectively, direct access to private rooms and cars, taking on traditional and regulated
markets in the process.
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3.

Macro Trends (continued)
Millennials and Generation Z, prefer to handle everything directly via smartphone, laptop or tablet.
They live online, want answers immediately, know how to find the best pricing for anything on the
internet and are not necessarily loyal to financial institutions as previous generations tended to be.
These cultural and behavioural trends are only slowly bringing about changes in the financial
services industry, however; many institutions have not adapted to them, and this has allowed P2P
lending to emerge as a viable alternative to traditional lending practices.

4.

The QP2PL Concept
Selection of loan originators and lending platforms
In Europe, more and more loan originators and lending platforms are entering the market.
Quantrom Limited (the “Investment Manager”) has conducted due diligence on multiple platforms
and has selected those that will fulfil the necessary requirements regarding information and
procedures.
Lending platforms cover different countries and types of P2P loans. Some platforms directly issue
loans, while others source from different loan originators. Pricing of the services offered is
therefore different.
Diversification
As with any asset class, the greater the diversification in a P2P loan portfolio, the lower the risk.
Using only one platform can limit diversification opportunities. With QP2PL, however, investors
gain the advantage of investing in loans from many different platforms.
The ability to access several platforms enables the sourcing of loans that more precisely match the
investor’s requirements in many areas, such as yield, duration, loan type, country of origination
and a number of other borrower specifications.
P2P loans profile
P2P loans have a different payback profile compared with bonds issued by governments or
mortgage institutions.
With a standard 5-year government bond (a bullet loan), for example, the investor receives an
interest payment, annually or semi-annually, and the principal at the maturity of the bond.
The investor in a normal P2P loan will receive interest and a principal repayment each month.
Thus, with a 5-year P2P loan, the investor will have half of the invested amount repaid after less
than three years, making the duration of a 5-year P2P loan significantly lower than the duration of
a 5-year government bond.
Cash flow
For every peer-to-peer loan there is a cash flow each month that needs to be re-invested. One of
the most important aspects of investing in P2P loans is the handling of these cash flows, because
idle cash lowers the return on the portfolio. Therefore, daily cash management by the Investment
Manager plays an important part in optimising returns.
Loan books
Examining loan books of several platforms simultaneously allows the Investment Manager to
analyse the data across platforms, countries, credit ratings and a number of other criteria. This
greatly facilitates the identification of trends and tendencies that can be used to optimise loan
selection.
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4.

The QP2PL Concept (continued)
Interest rates
Access to different platforms’ loan books also gives the possibility to follow the development in
yields over longer periods of time.
While the interest rates on P2P loans depend on several factors, such as overall interest rate levels,
credit risk, default risk and liquidity premium, the most important investment criterion is always
the creditworthiness of the borrower.
QP2PL, having the ability to analyse P2P interest rates over time gives a comparative advantage
when investing in such loans.
Loan types
QP2PL invests in several types of loans to private and MSME (Micro, Small and Medium
Enterprises) borrowers.
The Investment Manager is of the view that the market for lending to MSME companies will
experience rapid growth in the coming years and might soon become larger than the market for
loans to private individuals.
QP2PL invests in business loans, property loans and factoring for MSME.
In lending to private individuals, QP2PL is active in property loans, car loans and standard
consumer loans.
QP2PL will not invest in payday loans. The Investment Manager believes that such lending is
unethical and does not wish to be associated with it.
Default and recovery rates
The interest rate on P2P loans varies, depending largely on the probability of default of the loans
in question.
In a large diversified portfolio, defaults will occur, but the risk is partly or fully offset by higher
interest rates.
Default rates on loans of lower quality can be higher, but that is reflected in a compensatory higher
interest rate.
From the Investment Manager’s analysis of the different loans they have had access to, the
Investment Manager conservatively estimates that the recovery rate on defaulted loans is
approximately 60% on average. Loans with collateral, such as car or mortgage loans, will have a
higher recovery rate. Most P2P loans default between 3 and 24 months into the repayment period,
a time during which parts of the loan have already been repaid.
Loss deduction
Losses in a large portfolio of P2P loans will occur on a regular basis. For private investors investing
in P2P loans, there are differences in many jurisdictions regarding the taxation of gains and losses.
In general, most countries will tax interest income received, while capital losses will not always
be deductible from income, creating a rather asymmetric taxation scenario for a private investor.
By investing in QP2PL, losses are deductible in the income statement of QP2PL and therefore
offset in interest income received.
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5.

Peer-to-peer Lending Market
Interest in P2P lending is growing for several reasons.
The application process to obtain a loan on a P2P platform is simpler and faster than via traditional
financial institutions, and the interest rates are competitive for the borrower. When taking the fees
for obtaining credit from a bank into consideration, it can actually cost the borrower less to use a
P2P platform, especially where smaller loans are concerned.
P2P lending is no longer limited to simple consumer loans. It has developed to embrace a variety
of loan types with collateral in areas such as property loans, car loans and factoring (invoice
financing), in addition to business financing.
In Europe, the UK is considerably the oldest and largest P2P lending market, although Brexit has
created uncertainty for that market to represent an interesting investment opportunity at present.
The volume of loan origination in Europe remains only about one-tenth of U.S. volume. Europe is
traditionally slower to adapt to new trends in financial markets. Nevertheless, early indications
suggest that the volume in 2017 was likely to have been more than EUR 1.5 billion. On this basis,
and assuming that Europe reaches U.S. levels, it is credible that P2P loan origination in 2025 could
reach EUR 50 billion in volume.

6.

Accounting and Valuation Principles
The Directors have delegated the valuation work to the Investment Manager and the Accountants
who will calculate the Price of the Notes at each Valuation Point.
The Price of the Notes is equal to the Principal (to the extent recoverable from the net assets of
QP2PL attributable to the Notes) and accrued interest on the Notes at each Valuation Point.
The Notes bear interest on the Principal from the Subscription Point and cease to bear interest from
the Redemption Point.
Interest on the Notes is computed at each Valuation Point as an amount equal to the profits for
accounting purposes (from Valuation Point to Valuation Point) of QP2PL, before deduction of
interest on the Notes.
The profits for accounting purposes exclude movements in share capital.
The profits for accounting purposes of QP2PL is determined on the accrual basis of accounting
using FRS 102 – The Financial Reporting Standard Applicable to the UK and Republic of Ireland
(“FRS 102”), except that interest on peer-to-peer loans is recognised on receipt. Further, the exact
impairment policy in relation to peer-to-peer loans is described below.
Peer to Peer loans will be recognised by the Company at cost in addition to interest received.
For loans QP2PL uses the following definitions:
Current loans
Late loans
Defaulted loans

Loans that are fully paid according to the loan schedule.
Loans where payments are between 1 and 60 days late.
Loans where payments are more 60 days late.
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6.

Accounting and Valuation Principles (continued)
Under normal market conditions QP2PL impair loans (which they categorise above as defaulted)
by 50% after 180 days (from the date of categorisation as defaulted) and impair fully on the
bankruptcy or insolvency of the borrower.
The Investment Manager, as part of the monthly impairment assessment, will consider if market
conditions have changed and review their impairment policy in such circumstances.
The Directors of QP2PL retain ultimate responsibility for valuation but will delegate and are
entitled to rely on the Investment Manager, Accountants and/or other advisors. In no event and
under no circumstances will the Directors, the Investment Manager or the Accountants incur any
individual liability or responsibility for any determination made or other action taken or omitted
by them in good faith.
Prospective investors in the Notes should be aware that judgements as to the carrying value of the
Notes could have an adverse effect on the Price of the Notes if those judgements should prove
incorrect. Absent bad faith or manifest error, QP2PL’s determination of the Price of the Notes is
conclusive and binding on all Noteholders.

7.

Management and Service Providers
Directors
Gustav Jensen
Gustav Jensen is the founder of Quantrom Limited and Quantrom P2P Lending DAC. Since 2003
Gustav has worked as an independent consultant advising a number of pension and investment
funds on investment policy, risks management, risk policy, credit exposure and portfolio
management. Prior to this, he worked as the divisional controller for the finance division of
StoraEnso. In Danske Bank and Stora Kopparberg, Gustav worked as a portfolio manager and
investment analyst primarily focussing on fixed income investment.
Gustav graduated from the University of Copenhagen. He holds a Masters degree in Economics.
During his studies Gustav worked as junior economist at the Ministry of Finance in Denmark.
Lars Peter Svane
Lars Peter Svane is the co-founder and Business Development Consultant of EuroJobsites Ltd, the
company behind European niche jobsites like EuroEngineerJobs, EuroScienceJobs,
EuroPharmaJobs and EuroEnergyJobs as well as the EuroBrussels jobsite focused on Brussels
lobbyists, lawyers, economists, policy and communication experts. Before co-founding
EuroJobsites Ltd. Lars worked as policy advisor in DG Competition, the European Commission,
as well as Head of Market Regulation for the European electricity companies’ Brussels lobby
EURELECTRIC.
Lars graduated from Roskilde University, Denmark with a Masters degree in Public
Administration and Politics, and also holds a MA in European Politics and Administration from
the College of Europe in Bruges, Belgium.
Investment Manager
QP2PL has appointed Quantrom Limited (Company Number: 586819) to act as the Investment
Manager pursuant to the Investment Management Agreement. The Investment Manager is a
limited liability company incorporated in Ireland. The Director of Quantrom Limited is Gustav
Jensen. The beneficial owners and principals of Quantrom Limited are Gustav Jensen and Tony
Jønsson. The background and experience of Gustav Jensen is detailed under the section
“Directors”. The background and experience of Tony Jønsson is detailed overleaf.
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7.

Management and Service Providers (continued)
Investment Manager (continued)
Tony Jønsson is a principal of Quantrom Limited, the Investment Manager. Before joining
Quantrom Limited, Tony worked as a senior portfolio manager in Nordea Private Banking
Luxembourg; Nordea Treasury, Denmark, Fionia Bank, Denmark; Danske Bank, Jyske Bank,
Denmark as well as Stora Financial Services, Belgium. Tony has significant experience in the
managing of funds of funds, discretionary mandate and UCITS funds. A key area of expertise
is the credit market and credit products.
The Investment Manager has agreed, among other things, to manage, invest and reinvest the assets
of QP2PL in accordance with the investment parameters adopted by QP2PL.
Refer to “Fees and Expenses” on pages 12 and 13 for a general description of the fees payable to
the Investment Manager.
Accountant of QP2PL and Transfer Agent of the Notes
QP2PL has appointed Doran & Minehane Limited (Company Number: 441526), as Accountant of
QP2PL and Transfer Agent of the Notes. Doran & Minehane Limited is an Irish registered entity
registered with Chartered Accountants Ireland. Doran & Minehane Limited is a professional
services firm specialising in the investment management industry. Doran & Minehane Limited has
offices in Ireland (Cork, Limerick and Dublin), Singapore and Amsterdam.
As Accountant, Doran & Minehane Limited will maintain the books and records of QP2PL.
Further, Doran & Minehane Limited will calculate monthly (or at each Valuation Point) the Net
Asset Value of QP2PL and the Price of the Notes (including the Price of the Notes per Unit). The
Net Asset Value of QP2PL and the Price of the Notes (including the Price of the Notes per Unit)
is reviewed and approved by the Directors of the Company. Doran & Minehane Limited have
authority to authorise the disbursement of Management and Performance Fees.
The Directors of QP2PL have also appointed Doran & Minehane Limited as Transfer Agent
(Registrar) of the Notes. The services provided by Doran & Minehane Limited in the context of
acting as Registrar of the Notes, include the maintenance of a copy of the register representing
QP2PL’s records relating to Note ownership and the subscription and redemption of Notes; receipt
of requests for redemption of Notes and authorisation of Note redemption payments. Doran &
Minehane Limited will generally perform all actions related to the transfer of Notes; perform all
acts in relation to the redemption and/or subscription/purchase of Notes and on behalf of QP2PL
deal with and reply to correspondence and other communication received from Noteholders
addressed to QP2PL and perform all other incidental services necessary to its duties aforesaid.
It should be noted that in providing services to QP2PL, Doran & Minehane Limited does not act
as guarantor of the Notes. Moreover, Doran & Minehane Limited is not responsible for any
investment decisions of QP2PL (all of which will be made by Quantrom Limited) nor is Doran &
Minehane Limited responsible for the safekeeping and custody of any assets. Doran & Minehane
Limited is not liable to QP2PL or its Noteholders and is indemnified by QP2PL against any loss
or damage suffered by QP2PL or its Noteholders in the absence of bad faith, gross negligence,
fraud, wilful misconduct or dishonesty of Doran & Minehane Limited.
Refer to “Fees and Expenses” on pages 12 and 13 for a general description of the fees payable to
Doran & Minehane Limited.
Auditor
The auditor of QP2PL is Cohen & Co. Limited.
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8.

Fees and Expenses
Management Fee
Pursuant to the terms of the Investment Management Agreement, the Management Fee is equal to
1/12th of 1% per month of the value attributable to the Notes (before deduction of that month’s
Management Fee and any accrued Performance Fee) as at the last calendar day of each month,
payable in arrears. The Management Fee will be prorated based on the Noteholders actual period
of ownership of its Notes. The Investment Manager may in its discretion waive all or part of the
Management Fee with respect to any Noteholder by rebate or otherwise.
Performance Fee
The Investment Manager is also entitled to receive, in respect of the Notes only, the Performance
Fee which is an amount equal 10% of the appreciation of the Price of the Notes above 7% year on
year.
The Performance Fee if any, is calculated and payable (i) as of the last Valuation Point, (ii) as of
each Redemption Point with respect to the Notes redeemed by redeeming Noteholders and (iii) as
of the date of termination of the Investment Management Agreement, each case above with respect
to the period ending on such date.
All fees and expenses, including taxes, of QP2PL for that period, including the Management Fee
but excluding the Performance Fee, that have been accrued or paid for a given period, are factored
into the calculation of the Performance Fee.
The Investment Manager may at its discretion waive all or part of the Performance Fee with respect
to any Noteholder by rebate or otherwise.
QP2PL have not adopted any equalisation methodology in the calculation of the price per note.
This may result in some investors bearing a greater proportion of the Performance Fee than others,
to their disadvantage. Further, it may result in the Investment Manager receiving more or less
Performance Fees than if equalisation was in operation.
Subscription Fee
The Company is entitled to receive a Subscription Fee of EUR 50 for each such Subscription
request.
Redemption Fee
The Company is entitled to a Redemption Fee (from any Noteholder on full or partial redemption
of any holding of Notes) of EUR 50.
High Water Mark
The Performance Fee with respect to the Notes is calculated on a cumulative basis and is not
payable unless the following high water mark conditions are fulfilled, namely that the Price of the
Notes:

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

exceed the Subscription Price of the Notes in the same month of the previous year + 7%;
are greater than the highest price per note in respect of which a Performance Fee has been
charged at the end of any previous performance period (if any) during which such Note
was in issue; and
exceed the Price of the Notes for the previous performance period by at least 0.5654%.
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8.

Fees and Expenses (continued)
Payment of Management and Performance Fee
The Management and Performance Fees are payable to the Investment Manager quarterly in arrears
within 15 calendar days after the end of a quarter.
Accountant of QP2PL and Transfer Agent of the Notes
For performing the services described above, Doran & Minehane Limited will receive an
accountant and transfer agency fee for their services. Doran & Minehane Limited will also be
reimbursed for all out of pocket expenses.
Directors Fees
No fees are charged by the Directors of QP2PL for their services.
Organisational, Ongoing and Other Costs
Other costs include; accounting, auditing, transfer agency, company secretarial and legal.

9.

Note Offering
The Initial Subscription Price for the first issuance of Notes is to be determined by the Directors.
The minimum initial investment amount is EUR 10,000. The minimum subsequent investment is
EUR 2,000. This may be waived by the Directors of QP2PL at their discretion on a case by case
basis.
Payment for Notes shall be made by wire transfer, net of bank charges and is due in cleared funds.

10. Subscriptions
Subscription procedure
Application for Notes must be made and received by the Company by no later than 5.00pm (GMT)
on the Business Day which is at least 5 Business Days before the end of a calendar month.
Application for Notes should be made by completing the Subscription Form in accordance with
the terms set out therein and attaching it as instructed on the website http://www.quantrom.com
(“the QP2PL Website”).
Completion through the QP2PL Website is the preferred methodology for subscriptions. The
Subscription Form may be signed electronically through the QP2PL Website.
Alternatively, application may be made by e-mail by signing the Subscription Form and returning
it to the Transfer Agent at the e-mail address provided in the Subscription Form.
Payment for Notes shall be made by wire transfer, net of bank charges, from an account in the
name of the subscriber of the Notes only.
Applicants for Notes should be aware of the risks associated with sending e-mailed applications
and that QP2PL, the Investment Manager or the Transfer Agent accept no responsibility for any
loss caused due to the non-receipt of any e-mail. Further, the Transfer Agent/Investment Manager
shall be entitled, but not obliged, to treat such e-mail notice at face value and to act thereon whether
or not the original has arrived by the relevant Subscription Point.
Subscribers for Notes and Noteholders wishing to apply for additional Notes must send their
completed and signed Subscription Form to be received by the Transfer Agent through the QP2PL
Website no later than 5.00pm (GMT) on the Business Day which is 5 business days prior to the
applicable Subscription Point.
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10. Subscriptions (continued)
Subscription procedure (continued)
In each case, cash subscription monies must be sent by electronic transfer, net of bank charges, in
order that cleared funds are received in the bank account of QP2PL by no later than 5.00pm (GMT)
on the Business Day which is five (5) Business Days prior to the close of the applicable
Subscription Point, unless otherwise agreed by the Directors of QP2PL.
The Subscription Form should be accompanied by all documents required for the purposes of
verifying the identity of the applicant and source of the applicant’s funds in accordance with Client
Verification Requirements (“CVR”) set out in Appendix 2 to the Subscription Form.
Notes will be held in electronic form only and a confirmation by email will be sent to the applicant
upon receipt of cleared funds and the properly completed Subscription Documents and acceptance
of such funds by QP2PL. Applications received after this time will be held in an account and treated
as an application for the next Subscription Point.
Applicants subscribing for Notes are advised that the Notes are issued subject to the
provisions of the PPN Subscription Agreement, and in particular the conditions set out
therein.
No Subscription Form and/or any other communication or instructions sent by the Noteholder to
the Transfer Agent will be deemed to have been received by the Transfer Agent unless receipt is
specifically acknowledged by the Transfer Agent.
Subscription limitations
The Directors can, at any Subscription Point, limit the total amount of issued Notes if the total
Subscription Amount is in such a size that the Directors deem it not possible to place the funds in
the peer-to-peer market without having to accept unfavourable conditions which would lead to an
adverse impact on the existing Noteholders.
Excess subscriptions will be deferred to the following month or returned as the Directors deem
appropriate.
11. Redemptions
Redemption of Notes in QP2PL
A Noteholder may request redemption of all or some of its Notes with effect from a Redemption
Point subject to the Lock Up Period (Refer to page 16).
Noteholders wishing to redeem their Notes as of a particular Redemption Point must provide the
Transfer Agent and Investment Manager with at least 35 Business Days (or such shorter period as
the Directors of QP2PL may permit, either generally or in any particular case) prior notice of their
intention to redeem such Notes as of that Redemption Point.
Redemption requests for Notes should be made by completing and signing the Redemption Form
in accordance with the terms set forth therein and attaching it as instructed on the QP2PL Website.
The Redemption Form may be signed electronically through the QP2PL Website.
Completion through the QP2PL Website is the preferred methodology for redemptions.
The Redemption Form may also be sent by e-mail at the e-mail address provided in the Redemption
Form. Noteholders should be aware of the risks associated with sending documentation by e-mail.
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11. Redemptions (continued)
Redemption of Notes in QP2PL (continued)
Redemption payments will be made in Euro and will be remitted by wire transfer to the account
from which the Subscription Amount was paid unless QP2PL, the Investment Manager and the
Transfer Agent agree otherwise.
Unless all the relevant information requested under the CVR documents (Refer to Appendix 2 of
the Subscription Form) have been provided to the Transfer Agent and Investment Manager, no
redemption proceeds will be paid to the Noteholders (even though the redemption request will be
actioned). Instead, the redemption proceeds will be held in QP2PL’s bank account, without any
interest accrued in favour of the Noteholders and the Noteholder will bear all associated risks.
No redemption request sent by a Noteholder will be deemed to have been received by the Transfer
Agent and Investment Manager unless receipt is specifically acknowledged by the Transfer Agent.
A redemption request once made will be irrevocable and may not be withdrawn without the
consent of the Directors.
The redemption price of each Note is equal to the Price of the Note as at the Valuation Point
immediately prior to the relevant Redemption Point.
The determination of the Price of the Notes is binding on Noteholders once such value has
been determined in respect of the redemption price per Note and stated in good faith by or
on behalf of the Directors.
With effect from the relevant Redemption Point a redeeming Noteholder will be treated as a
creditor for the redemption proceeds of the Notes being redeemed (rather than a Noteholder). After
the relevant Redemption Point, the redeeming Noteholder will have no rights as a Noteholder in
respect of the Notes being redeemed, save for the right to receive the redemption proceeds in
respect of the relevant Notes prior to the relevant Redemption Point. The right of the redeeming
Noteholder to receive the redemption proceeds shall rank ahead of the rights of the remaining
Noteholders in the distribution of the surplus assets of QP2PL on its liquidation, but behind debts
owed to QP2PL’s service providers and other third-party creditors.
Lock Up Period
Notes may not be redeemed during the Lock Up Period unless approved by the Directors in their
sole discretion.
Minimum Redemption Amount
A request for a partial redemption may be refused if the Redemption Amount is less than EUR
5,000.
Minimum Holding
A request for a partial redemption of Notes may be refused if as a result of such partial redemption,
the aggregate value of the Notes retained by the Noteholder would be less than EUR 5,000.
Redemption Gate
Each such redemption request shall (unless the redeeming Noteholder requests otherwise and the
Directors of QP2PL consent to the request) be treated with respect to the unsatisfied balance thereof
as if a further request has been made by the redeeming Noteholder in respect of the next
Redemption Point, and, if necessary, any subsequent Redemption Point until such request for
redemption has been satisfied in full.
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11. Redemptions (continued)
Redemption Gate (continued)
In circumstances where QP2PL is unable to liquidate loans in an orderly manner in order to fund
redemptions, or where the Price of the Notes cannot be reasonably determined, QP2PL may take
longer than the time periods mentioned above to effect settlement of redemptions, may effectuate
only a portion of a requested redemption or may even suspend redemptions. Further, at the
discretion of the Directors, QP2PL may extend the length of the redemption notice period if the
Directors of QP2PL deem such extension as being in the best interest of QP2PL and the nonredeeming Noteholders.
Suspension of Notes
The PPN Subscription Agreement provides that the Directors of QP2PL may suspend:
-

The determination of the Price of the Notes; and/or
The subscription of Notes; and/or
The Noteholders right of redemption of Notes (but not QP2PL’s right to compulsorily redeem
Notes as set out in the PPN Subscription Agreement); and/or
The right to receive payment of any amount by a redeeming Noteholder in connection with
the redemption of Notes.

The PPN Subscription Agreement provides that the Directors of QP2PL may also extend the period
for payment of redemption proceeds for the whole or any part of any period or in such
circumstances as the Directors of QP2PL may determine (a “Suspension”).
The Directors may authorise a Suspension in the following circumstances but not limited to these
circumstances:
-

Any period when any platform on which a significant portion of QP2PL’s assets are traded is
closed (other than for holidays) or trading thereon has been restricted or suspended; or
Any period when as a result of events, conditions, circumstances beyond the control or
responsibility of QP2PL, disposal of assets held by QP2PL is not reasonably practicable
without being detrimental to the interests of the Noteholders; or
Any period during which there is a breakdown in the means of communication normally
employed in determining the price of a significant proportion of QP2PL’s investments; or
Any period when QP2PL or its agents cannot repatriate funds for the purpose of making
payments on redemption.

It is anticipated that any suspension would ordinarily be temporary. However, there may be
situations in which the circumstances giving rise to the Suspension continue to be present for a
considerable period of time with the result that the Directors of QP2PL may consider it appropriate
to keep the Suspension in place for an extended period on the basis that the circumstances giving
rise to the Suspension still exist.
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12. Anti-Money Laundering
As part of QP2PL and the Transfer Agent’s responsibility for the prevention of money laundering,
they may require a detailed verification of the applicant’s identity and the source of payment for
the Notes. Where permitted and subject to certain conditions, QP2PL may delegate the
maintenance of its anti-money laundering procedures (including the acquisition of due diligence
information) to a suitable person and has delegated that function to the Transfer Agent and the
Investment Manager. QP2PL retains ultimate responsibility for ensuring that anti-money
laundering procedures are being adhered to.
QP2PL, and the Transfer Agent/Investment Manager on QP2PL’s behalf, reserve the right to
request such information as is necessary to verify the identity of a subscriber. Depending on the
circumstances of each application, a detailed verification of identity might not be required where:
(a) the applicant makes the payment for their investment from an account held in the applicant’s
name at a recognised financial institution; or
(b) the applicant is regulated by a recognised regulatory authority and is based or incorporated in,
or formed; or
(c) the application is made through an intermediary which is regulated by a recognised regulatory
authority and is based or incorporated in, or formed by the law of a recognised jurisdiction.
For the purpose of these exceptions, recognition of a financial institution, regulatory authority or
jurisdiction will be determined in accordance with the Money Laundering Regulations by reference
to those recognised in Ireland as having equivalent anti-money laundering regulations.
In the event of a delay or failure on the part of the applicant in producing any information required
for verification purposes, QP2PL, or the Transfer Agent on QP2PL’s behalf may refuse to accept
an application, in which case any funds received will be returned without interest to the account
from which they were originally debited.
QP2PL, and the Transfer Agent/Investment Manager on QP2PL’s behalf, reserve the right to refuse
to make any redemption payment to a Noteholder if the Directors or the Transfer Agent/Investment
Manager suspect or are advised that the payment of redemption proceeds to the Noteholder might
result in a breach of anti-money laundering regulations or other laws or regulations by any person
in any relevant jurisdiction, or if such refusal is considered necessary or appropriate to ensure the
compliance by QP2PL or the Transfer Agent/Investment Manager with any laws of regulations in
any applicable jurisdiction.
The fundamental requirement is to conduct customer due diligence including the requirement to
‘Know Your Client’ (and to verify the identity thereof), which extends, for any ‘non-individual’
investor to the ultimate beneficial owner(s) of the monies invested. This requirement is principally
satisfied through documentary evidence, as stated in the list of CVR documents accompanying the
Subscription Form.
The applicant will be required to acknowledge that, in order to comply with anti-money laundering
requirements, the Transfer Agent/Investment Manager require that certain documents are delivered
by the applicant to the Transfer Agent/Investment Manager on a periodic basis. The Transfer
Agent/Investment Manager may contact the applicant to request such documents and by signing
the Subscription Form, the applicant is confirming that they will provide the documents so
requested on a timely basis. The applicant will be further required to acknowledge that failure to
provide such documents could result in delays during the redemption process, as monies will not
be remitted to the applicant until all requested documents are received and approved by the
Transfer Agent/Investment Manager.
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13. Data Protection
As part of the application process all applicants are required to submit various documents to the
Transfer Agent/Investment Manager. These are required to enable completion of the application
process. Any information received will be kept by the Transfer Agent/Investment Manager in
accordance with the relevant Data Protection Legislation and, in the normal course of business will
not be made available to anyone other than the Transfer Agent/Investment Manager.
However, it may become necessary to transfer data at any time to comply with legislation in force
either now or at any time in the future. Further, should the administrative functions, in whole or in
part, be transferred from the Transfer Agent/Investment Manager to other entities, data will be
transferred or delegated to the extent necessary for such new entity to carry out its functions
effectively in accordance with data protection legislation. This may include entities in the U.S. and
other countries which are not deemed to have equivalent data protection legislation in place.
By subscribing for the Notes of QP2PL, all applicants should note that by signing the Subscription
Form, they are agreeing to any transfer of data carried out for any of the reasons given above, or
for any reason that the Transfer Agent/Investment Manager deem necessary to comply with
legislation in force at the time.
As QP2PL is availing itself of a web subscription and redemption platform it is reliant on the
service providers that offer such services. The chosen service providers are following industry
standards as well as GDPR. QP2PL has chosen an IT service provider in the EU to manage its
servers.
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14. Risks
Investors in QP2PL are exposed to a number of risk factors, such as interest rate risk, credit risk,
default risk, liquidity risk, currency risk and event risk. Adverse moves can result in the loss of
capital.
It is important to point out that investments in P2P loans are a long-term commitment.
Interest rate risk
The return on a portfolio of P2P loans is affected by the overall development of interest rates in
the economy.
Falling interest rates will lower the return on investments in P2P loans, while rising interest rates
will give a higher return on new investments.
Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk associated with the development in the spread (difference in interest rate)
between a “risk-free” investment, normally a government bond of high quality, and another fixed
income instrument – in this case a P2P loan.
The higher the spread, the higher is the credit risk associated with a certain instrument.
P2P loans are risky and illiquid fixed income instruments, and therefore have a high credit risk
premium.
In P2P lending, credit risk is closely related to the default risk of the loan portfolio.
Default risk
Default is a major risk factor in P2P lending. When investing in P2P lending, the buyer of the loans
makes a commitment for the entire duration for the loan. While a secondary market does exist, its
liquidity is rather low (please see “Liquidity risk”, below).
A P2P loan carries default risk throughout its entire lifetime. Borrowers are usually not of the
highest quality and defaults will occur in a large portfolio of P2P loans.
If a loan in the portfolio does default, this will have an adverse effect on the value of the Note in
QP2PL.
Liquidity risk
When investing in P2P loans, the investor commits to a long-term obligation. For P2P loans, there
is no market place, such as a stock exchange, where assets can instantly be bought or sold.
A P2P loan is a highly illiquid fixed income instrument and there is, therefore, a significant
liquidity risk associated with it. A portfolio of P2P loans cannot be sold easily to a third party in a
short timeframe.
While there are secondary markets, where it is possible to trade, this is typically only for smaller
amounts and it takes time to execute transactions.
A rapid closure of a portfolio of loans may result in a fall in the value of the Notes in QP2PL.
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14. Risks (continued)
Currency risk
QP2PL currently invests only in EUR, its base currency. Should QP2PL invest in loans
denominated in currencies other than its base currency in the future, exchange rate fluctuations
could have an adverse effect on the results of QP2PL.
Leverage risk
QP2PL does not leverage its loan portfolio.
Event risk
Event risk, however unlikely, can occur.
For investors holding EUR-denominated loans, the prospect of a potential break-up of the Euro,
no matter how improbable it may appear, must nevertheless be taken into consideration. In such
an event, it would be reasonable to assume that P2P loans denominated in EUR should continue to
be repaid in EUR. However, it is possible that a government may change existing legislation and
convert the denomination of outstanding private debt into a new local currency. This could have
an adverse effect on the result of QP2PL.
Likewise, wars involving the countries where QP2PL invest have an adverse impact on the value
of the portfolio of loans. It should be noted that such an event would also have an adverse impact
on other asset classes.
Restrictions on Notes in QP2PL
Given the above-mentioned risks, the long-term commitment when investing in P2P loans and the
lack of liquidity when trading them, Notes in QP2PL are by nature illiquid.
Therefore, when investing in QP2PL there is a Lock-Up Period of 12 months. In effect, a
Noteholder cannot redeem Notes in QP2PL within the first 12 months following initial investment
in them.
Further refer to Note 11 in relation to redemption gates and notice period.
New Enterprise potential of loss
QP2PL is an enterprise with a short operating history. Accordingly, an investment in QP2PL entails
a high degree of risk. There can be no assurance that QP2PL will achieve its investment objective
or that the strategies described herein will be successful. Given the factors that are described below,
there exists a possibility that a Noteholder could suffer a substantial or even a complete loss of his
investment in QP2PL.
Reliance on key personnel
All decisions with respect to the investment of the proceeds of the Notes will be made by the
Investment Manager, who relies on the services of Gustav Jensen and Tony Jønsson. Noteholders
will have no right or power to take part in the management of QP2PL. As a result, the success of
the Note offering for the foreseeable future will depend largely upon the ability of the
aforementioned individuals and should any of them terminate his relationship with the Investment
Manager, die or become otherwise incapacitated for any period of time, and should the replacement
(if any) for any of them not equal his or her predecessor’s performance, the return on the Notes
may suffer. In addition, should the Investment Manager terminate its relationship with QP2PL or
vice versa, the return on the Notes may suffer. There can be no assurance that the Investment
Manager will be successful in managing QP2PL’s assets.
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14. Risks (continued)
Performance Fee
The Investment Manager’s Performance Fee may create an incentive for the Investment Manager
to make investments that are riskier or more speculative than would be the case in the absence of
a Performance Fee.
Litigation and claims
QP2PL and the Investment Manager, as independent legal entities, may be subject to lawsuits or
proceedings by government entities or private parties. Except in the event of a lawsuit or
proceeding arising from a Director’s, the Investment Manager’s and the Accountant’s wilful
neglect or default in the performance of their duties, any expenses or liabilities of QP2PL arising
from any suit shall be borne by QP2PL.
Conflict of interest
QP2PL and the Investment Manager are subject to various conflicts of interest as set out in the
section of this Memorandum entitled “Potential Conflicts of Interest”.
Need for independent advice
The Investment Manager has consulted with counsel, accountants and other experts regarding the
Notes and establishment of QP2PL. Each prospective Noteholder should consult his own legal, tax
and financial advisors regarding the desirability of an investment in the Notes.
Risk management
The Investment Manager intends to apply a risk management approach that it believes is
appropriate for QP2PL. The application of any risk management approach involves numerous
judgements and qualitative assessments. No risk management system is fail-safe, and no assurance
can be given that QP2PL’s risk control framework will achieve its objectives. From time to time,
without notice to Noteholders, the Investment Manager may modify or change the risk
management system and procedures adopted for QP2PL.
Information technology
The Investment Manager depends on information technology systems in order to assess investment
opportunities and to monitor and control risks for QP2PL. A failure of some kind which causes
disruptions to these information technology systems could materially limit the Investment
Manager’s ability to adequately assess and adjust the investments of QP2PL, formulate strategies
and provide adequate risk control, any of which could harm the performance of QP2PL.
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15. Taxation
The following is a summary based on the laws and practices currently in force in Ireland regarding the
tax position of Noteholders holding Notes as an investment. This summary should be treated with
appropriate caution. Particular rules may apply to certain classes of taxpayers holding Notes. The
summary does not constitute tax or legal advice and the comments below are of a general nature only.
Prospective investors in the Notes should consult their professional advisers on the tax implications of
the purchase, holding, redemption or sale of the Notes and the receipt of interest thereon under the laws
of their country of residence, citizenship or domicile.
Taxation of QP2PL
QP2PL is incorporated in and resident for tax purposes in Ireland. Accordingly, it is subject to Irish
corporation tax on its worldwide income and gains. The current rates of Irish corporation tax are 12.5%
for certain trading income, 25% for all other income and 33% for capital gains. The rate of tax and the
methods of computing the tax base in respect of QP2PL’s business in Ireland can change depending on
changes in Irish law. If the effective tax burden QP2PL suffers in Ireland increases above its anticipated
level, returns to Noteholders will decrease. There can be no guarantee that no such changes will be
introduced.
Taxation of the Noteholders
Withholding Tax
In general, tax at the standard rate of income tax (currently 20 per cent.), is required to be withheld from
payments of Irish source interest which may include interest payable on the Notes. QP2PL will not be
obliged to make a withholding or deduction for or on account of Irish income tax from a payment of
interest on a Note where the Noteholder is: (a) an investment undertaking within the meaning of section
739B of the TCA; or (b) by virtue of the laws of a member state of the European Union (other than
Ireland) or a country with which Ireland has signed a double tax treaty, resident for the purposes of tax
in a Relevant Territory and does not receive interest under the Notes in connection with a trade or
business which it carries on in Ireland through a branch or agency. QP2PL must be satisfied that the
respective terms of the exemptions are satisfied. The test of residence in each case is determined by
reference to the law of the Relevant Territory in which the Noteholder claims to be resident. Interest
can be paid free of withholding tax provided the relevant form, Form V2A (the “Form”) is in place in
advance of the interest being paid by QP2PL. In the absence of such Form being in place, tax must be
withheld by QP2PL on the payment at a rate of 20%.
Encashment Tax
Irish tax will be required to be withheld at the standard rate of income tax (currently 20 per cent.) from
interest on any Note, where such interest is collected or realised by a bank or encashment agent in
Ireland on behalf of any Noteholder. There is an exemption from encashment tax where the beneficial
owner of the interest is not resident in Ireland and has made a declaration to this effect in the prescribed
form to the encashment agent or bank.
Income Tax, PRSI and Universal Social Charge
Notwithstanding that a Noteholder may receive interest on the Notes free of withholding tax, the
Noteholder may still be liable to pay Irish tax with respect to such interest. Noteholders resident or
ordinarily resident in Ireland who are individuals may be liable to pay Irish income tax, social insurance
(PRSI) contributions and the universal social charge in respect of interest they receive on the Notes.
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15. Taxation (continued)
Income Tax, PRSI and Universal Social Charge (continued)
Interest paid on the Notes may have an Irish source and therefore may be within the charge to Irish
income tax. In the case of Noteholders who are non-resident individuals such Noteholders may also be
liable to pay the universal social charge in respect of interest they receive on the Notes. Ireland operates
a self-assessment system in respect of tax and any person, including a person who is neither resident
nor ordinarily resident in Ireland, with Irish source income comes within its scope.
Relief from Irish income tax may be available under the specific provisions of a double tax treaty
between Ireland and the country of residence of the recipient. Interest payments made by QP2PL in the
ordinary course of its business are exempt from income tax provided the recipient is not resident in
Ireland and which is either resident in a Relevant Territory that imposes a tax that generally applies to
interest receivable in that Relevant Territory from sources outside that Relevant Territory or, where the
interest is exempted from the charge to Irish income tax under the terms of a double tax agreement
which is either in force or which is not yet in force but which will come into force once all ratification
procedures have been completed. For the purposes of this exemption and where not specified otherwise,
residence is determined under the terms of the relevant double taxation agreement or in any other case,
the law of the country in which the recipient claims to be resident. Interest falling within the above
exemption is also exempt from the universal social charge.
Notwithstanding this exemption from income tax, a corporate recipient that carries on a trade in Ireland
through a branch or agency in respect of which the Notes are held or attributed may have a liability to
Irish corporation tax on the interest. In the past the Irish Revenue Commissioners have not pursued
liability to tax in respect of persons who are not regarded as being resident in Ireland except where such
persons have a taxable presence of some sort in Ireland or seek to claim any relief or repayment in
respect of Irish tax. However, there can be no assurance that the Irish Revenue Commissioners will
apply this treatment in the case of any Noteholder.
Capital Gains Tax
A Noteholder will not be subject to Irish tax on capital gains on a disposal of Notes unless such holder
is either resident or ordinarily resident in Ireland or carries on a trade or business in Ireland through a
branch or agency in respect of which the Notes were used or held.
Capital Acquisitions Tax
A gift or inheritance comprising Notes will be within the charge to capital acquisitions tax at the current
rate of 33% if either (i) the disponer or the donee/successor in relation to the gift or inheritance is
resident or ordinarily resident in Ireland (or, in certain circumstances, if the disponer is domiciled in
Ireland irrespective of his residence or that of the donee/successor) or (ii) if the Notes are regarded as
property situate in Ireland (i.e. if the Notes are physically located in Ireland or if the register of the
Notes is maintained in Ireland).
Stamp Duty
No stamp duty or similar tax is imposed in Ireland on the issue of Notes by an Irish incorporated
company. There may be a charge to Irish stamp duty on the transfer or redemption of the Notes.
EU Savings Directive
Ireland has implemented the EC Council Directive 2003/48/EC (as amended by EU Council Directive
2014/48/EU) on the taxation of savings income into national law. Any Irish paying agent (if any)
making an interest payment on behalf of QP2PL to an individual, and certain residual entities defined
in the 1997 Act, resident in another EU Member State or a territory being a dependent or associated
territory of an EU Member State will have to provide details of the payment to the Irish Revenue
Commissioners who in turn will provide such information to the competent authorities of such place of
residence of the individual or residual entity concerned.
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16. Potential Conflicts of Interest
The Investment Manager, the Accountants and any related parties may face certain conflicts of
interest in relation to QP2PL. These conflicts include, but are not limited to, the following:
(a) One of the Directors of QP2PL, Gustav Jensen is also a director of the Investment
Manager. The fiduciary duty of the Directors to QP2PL may compete with or be different
from the interests of the Investment Manager. Furthermore, only the Directors of QP2PL
may terminate the services of the Investment Manager.
(b) The Voting shares of QP2PL are controlled by the Investment Manager.
(c) The Investment Manager and each of its directors may in the future, directly or indirectly,
direct, sponsor or manage other investment type entities in addition to QP2PL. The
Investment Manager and each of its principals may have financial or other incentives to
favour some such investment funds over QP2PL. The Investment Manager will make its
own decisions for QP2PL, which decisions may differ from time to time from those
recommended by analysts of the Investment Manager for its other advisory clients.
(d) The Investment Manager believes that it will continue to have sufficient personnel and
resources to perform all of its duties with respect to QP2PL. However, because some of
the officers of the Investment Manager may have duties in connection with other
investment entities and other matters, such officers may have conflicts of interest in the
allocation of responsibilities, services and functions among QP2PL and other entities
similar to QP2PL.
(e) The Investment Manager may invest in QP2PL’s Notes. As a result, the Investment
Manager may receive fees based on these Notes. Notwithstanding such circumstances, the
Investment Manager will act in accordance with its duties to the Noteholders.
(f) Some or all of the related parties may be involved with other entities utilising investment
strategies similar to those of QP2PL and with other business in general. The Investment
Manager may cause QP2PL to invest in P2P loans in which some or all of the related
parties have a financial interest.
The Investment Manager and/or the Directors of QP2PL may engage in other business activities
and manage the accounts of clients other than QP2PL including those of other collective
investment vehicles. The investment strategy for such other clients may vary from that of QP2PL.
The Investment Manager and/or the Directors are not required to refrain from any other activity,
nor must they disgorge any profits from any such activity, including acting as general partner,
investment manager or managing agent for investment vehicles with objectives similar to those of
QP2PL.
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17. Material Contracts
QP2PL has entered into the following contracts which may be material:
(a)
the Investment Management Agreement between QP2PL and the Investment Manager
pursuant to which the Investment Manager was appointed to provide certain investment
management services to QP2PL;
(b)
the Accountancy and Transfer Agency Agreement between QP2PL and the Accountant
and Transfer Agent pursuant to which the Accountant and Transfer Agent were appointed.
Reports to Noteholders
The fiscal year-end of QP2PL is 31 December each year. The first audit period of QP2PL will be
for the year-end 31 December 2018.
The books and records of QP2PL will be audited at the end of each fiscal year by auditors selected
by the Directors in consultation with the Investment Manager. QP2PL will furnish the Noteholders
with audited year-end financial statements as soon as practicable including a statement of profit or
loss for such fiscal year and of an unaudited status of such Noteholders holdings in QP2PL at such
time.
Cohen & Co. Limited are the auditors for QP2PL, and the Directors may change QP2PL’s auditors
without prior notice to the Noteholders.
Available documents
This Offering Memorandum and the PPN Subscription Agreement are not intended to provide a
complete description of QP2PL’s Constitution or the agreements with the Investment Manager,
the Accountants and Transfer Agent. Copies of the following documents are available for
inspection by Noteholders and prospective investors during normal business hours at the
Accountants and Transfer Agent’s address:
1.
2.
3.
4.

the Constitution;
the Pricing Policy;
the non-proprietary terms of the material contracts referred to above; and
the latest audited annual financial statements of QP2PL, as and when available.

Legal advisors
Philip Lee serves as Irish legal advisors to QP2PL. The legal advisors to QP2PL do not represent
the Noteholders or the Subscribers and nothing in this Offering Memorandum constitutes legal
advice to a prospective investor, Subscriber or Noteholder. Prospective investors in the Notes
should consult their own professional advisers for legal advice in relation to the Notes.
Inquiries and Communication with QP2PL
All communications, correspondence and inquiries concerning QP2PL and the Notes, including
information concerning subscription and redemption procedures and the current value of the Notes,
should be directed to QP2PL.
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APPENDIX [1]

SUBSCRIPTION DOCUMENTS

Quantrom P2P Lending Designated Activity Company
These Subscription Documents are being provided to you as described in the PPN Subscription
Agreement of Quantrom P2P Lending Designated Activity Company (“QP2PL”) relating to a private
issuing of notes. No person is authorised to receive these Subscription Documents unless such person
has previously received, or simultaneously receives, a copy of the PPN Subscription Agreement.
These subscription details are outlined and replicated in full on the QP2PL website.

APPENDIX [1] (continued)
INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBSCRIBERS
These Subscription Documents relate to an issuing of Notes in Quantrom P2P Lending Designated
Activity Company (“QP2PL”), incorporated and registered in the Republic of Ireland (Company
Number: 597719), whose registered office is at 59/60 O’Connell Street, Limerick, V94 E95T. These
Subscription Documents contain the materials necessary for you to apply to become a noteholder
(“Noteholder”) of QP2PL.
Application for Notes must be made prior to each Subscription Point. The Subscription Point is two
hours after the Valuation Point and within the last calendar day of the relevant calendar month. Further,
the Subscription Point is any other time of day which the Directors of QP2PL in their sole discretion
may from time to time determine;
Application for Notes should be made by signing the Subscription Form electronically and completing
the Subscription Form in accordance with the terms set forth therein and attaching it as instructed on
the website http://www.quantrom.com (“the QP2PL Website”).
Alternatively, application may be made by e-mail by completing and signing the Subscription Form
and returning it to the Transfer Agent at the e-mail address provided in the Subscription Form.
In the event that an application is made by e-mail, the applicant must send the signed Subscription Form
to the Transfer Agent immediately thereafter.
Completion through the QP2PL Website is the preferred methodology for subscriptions. The
Subscription Form may be signed electronically through the QP2PL Website.
Subscribers for Notes and Noteholders wishing to apply for Notes must send their completed
Subscription Form to be received by the Transfer Agent (completing and finalising the process and
signing the Subscription Form through the QP2PL website is deemed to be received by the Transfer
Agent) no later than 5.00pm (GMT) on the Business Day which is five (5) Business days prior to the
applicable Subscription Point.
The Directors can, at any Subscription Point, limit the total amount of issued Notes if the total
Subscription Amount is in such a size that the Directors deem it not possible to place the funds in the
peer-to-peer market without having to accept unfavourable conditions which would lead to an adverse
impact on the existing Noteholders.
In each case, cash subscription monies must be sent by electronic transfer, net of bank charges, in order
that cleared funds are received in the bank account of QP2PL by no later than 5.00pm (GMT) on the
Business Day which is five (5) Business Days prior to the close of the applicable Subscription Point,
unless waived by the Directors of QP2PL.
The Subscription Form should be accompanied by all documents required for the purposes of verifying
the identity of the applicant and source of the applicant’s funds in accordance with CVR set out in
Appendix 2 to the Subscription Form.
Notes will be held in electronic form only and a confirmation note (in e-mail form) will be sent to the
applicant upon receipt of cleared funds and the properly completed Subscription Form and acceptance
of such funds by QP2PL. Applications received after this time will be held in an account and treated as
an application for the next applicable Subscription Point.
After the allocation of Notes on at the Subscription Point, the Subscriber will receive a confirmation
from the Transfer Agent for the number of Notes allocated and any applicable fees paid.
No PPN Subscription Agreement, Subscription Form and/or any other communication or instructions
sent by the Noteholder to the Transfer Agent will be deemed to have been received by the Transfer
Agent unless receipt is acknowledged through a confirmation sent by the QP2PL website or in writing
by the Transfer Agent.

APPENDIX [1] (continued)
FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THE INSTRUCTIONS WILL CONSTITUTE AN INVALID
SUBSCRIPTION THAT MAY RESULT IN THE REJECTION OF YOUR SUBSCRIPTION
REQUEST.
Questions regarding completion of these Subscription Documents should be directed to the Transfer
Agent and/or the Investment Manager.
Please complete fully on the QP2PL website. For any reason should it not be possible to complete on
the website, below are details of the Transfer Agent. Doran & Minehane Limited
59/60 O’Connell Street, Limerick, Ireland, V94 E95T
Telephone: +353 61 430000
Attention: Transfer Agency Department
E-mail: Quantrom@doranandminehane.com
Enquiries: Quantrom@doranandminehane.com
Payment for Notes must be made by wire transfer, net of bank charges, from an account in the name of
the subscriber of the Notes only.

APPENDIX [1] (continued)
COMPANY WIRING INSTRUCTIONS

Beneficiary Bank Name:

Bank of Ireland

Beneficiary Bank Address:

2 College Green, Dublin

BIC:

BOFIIE2D

Account Name:

Quantrom P2P Lending DAC

IBAN Number:

IE11 BOFI 9000 1726 8957 70

For ease of identification, the remitter should instruct the remitting bank to send a SEPA transfer to
Bank of Ireland (BIC: BOFIIE2D) advising details of remittance, including the name of the
subscriber(s).
Cash subscription monies must be sent by electronic transfer, net of bank charges, in order that
cleared funds are received in the bank account of QP2PL by no later than 5.00 pm (GMT) on the
Business Day which is five (5) Business Days prior to the close of the applicable Subscription
Point, unless waived by the Directors of QP2PL.
Applicants for Notes should be aware of the risks associated with sending e-mailed applications
and that QP2PL, the Investment Manager or the Transfer Agent accept no responsibility for any
loss caused due to the non-receipt of any e-mail. Further, the Transfer Agent/Investment
Manager shall be entitled, but not obligated, to treat such e-mail notice at face value and to act
thereon if the original has not arrived by the Subscription Point. The preferred form of
subscription is through the QP2PL website.
QP2PL MAY ACCEPT OR REJECT ANY SUBSCRIPTION IN WHOLE OR IN PART.
APPLICANTS SUBSCRIBING FOR NOTES ARE ADVISED THAT THE ISSUE OF THE
NOTES AND TRANSFER OR OTHER DISPOSITION OF THE NOTES IS RESTRICTED
SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THE PPN SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT.

APPENDIX [1] (continued)
Quantrom Subscription Form

Client Information

First Name:

_____________________________

Last Name:

_____________________________

Address:

_____________________________

Postal Code:

_____________________________

City:

_____________________________

Country:

_____________________________

Country of tax residence:

_____________________________

Social security number country of tax residence:

_____________________________

Telephone number:

_____________________________

Mobile number:

_____________________________

E-mail:

_____________________________

APPENDIX [1] (continued)
Subscriber Banking Information

1.1

Payment for Notes by the Subscriber shall be made by wire transfer, net of bank charges from
an account in the name of the Subscriber of the Notes only.

1.2

Cash subscription monies must be sent by electronic transfer, net of bank charges, in order
that cleared funds are received in the bank account of QP2PL by no later than 5.00 pm (GMT)
on the Business Day which is five (5) Business Days prior to the close of the applicable
Subscription Point, unless waived by the Directors of QP2PL.

1.3

Please indicate the bank account from which you will transfer funds. Only transfers from the
account indicated below will be accepted.

Bank:

_____________________________

IBAN Number:

_____________________________

BIC Code:

_____________________________

I hereby subscribe an amount of EUR _______ for Notes in the Company (minimum 10 000
EUR).

Supporting documentation

All the information and documentation referred to below must be delivered to Transfer Agent before
orders from new or existing clients can be processed and accepted.
This Subscription Form should be accompanied by all documents required for the purposes of verifying
the identity of the applicant and source of the applicant’s funds in accordance with CVR (Refer to
Appendix 2).

APPENDIX [1] (continued)
Transfer instructions

Please transfer to our account in Bank of Ireland, 2 College Green, Dublin:

IBAN account number:

IE11 BOFI 9000 1726 8957 70

BIC Code:

BOFIIE2D

Amount:

EUR 10,000

Include message with name and social security number:

_____________________________

Signing
By signing this form, I confirm that I am resident for tax purposes in the country as mentioned above.
In the event my circumstances were to change in such a manner that the information provided in the
present personal statement would be rendered incorrect or incomplete, I acknowledge and accept my
obligation to notify the Transfer Agent thereof.
In certain circumstances the Transfer Agent may be obliged to report information on my account to
other countries’ tax authorities. By signing this form, I confirm that I am neither an American citizen,
resident in nor taxable in the United States.
I hereby acknowledge and accept that my subscription for the Notes is made subject to and upon
the terms and conditions set out in the PPN Subscription Agreement, including the Conditions
attached at Schedule 1 thereto.
In particular, I acknowledge and accept that when investing in Notes in the Company that there is a lock
up period of one year during which the Notes cannot be redeemed. I acknowledge that if I wish to
redeem my Notes in the Company at any future date that there is a notice period of no later than 35
Business Days prior written notice of the intention to redeem such Notes.
I acknowledge and accept that the Directors of the Company can prolong redemption of my Notes over
a period of up to 12 months. The subscription fee for Notes is 50 EUR. In redeeming Notes I accept
that a fee of EUR 50 is payable.
I further confirm, that I read the information that is available on the quantrom.com web-site regarding
the Company. I acknowledge and accept that investment in the Company may lead to the loss of capital
and that past performance is no guarantee for future performance.

Date:

_____________________________

Signature:

_____________________________

APPENDIX [2]
CLIENT VERIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
(to be returned with the Subscription Form)
A.

ENHANCED DUE DILIGENCE (EDD)

AML/CVR regulations require application of EDD in certain circumstances:
 If a Noteholder or ultimate beneficial owner is a citizen or resident in a country deemed
“high risk and/or non-cooperative” by FATF; or
 If the source of funds and/or the source of wealth is/are connected to a country deemed
“high risk and/or non-cooperative” by FATF;
 If the Noteholder or ultimate beneficial owner is a Politically Exposed Person (“PEP”) In
such a case, independent confirmation of the Source of Wealth is to be provided. As an
example, if the income is from employment, provide written confirmation from the
employer, or written details in case of self-employment. In case wealth was accumulated
from another source, suitable independent confirmation will be required.
Countries deemed to be “high risk and/or non-cooperative” by FATF are listed on http://www.fatfgafi.org/countries/#high-risk and are regularly updated. Any change to the list may influence the
documents required to be presented, either at point of subscription, or during the life of the
investment.
B.
ONGOING MONITORING
The Transfer Agent and Investment Manager, on behalf of QP2PL, are required to ensure that
information and documentation provided by an investor at point of initial subscription, remains up
to date. The Transfer Agent and Investment Manager, therefore, may reach out to the investors to
seek confirmation, or more recent documents at various times during the life of the investment.
C.
GENERAL NOTES
The documents requested should, to the extent possible, be returned with the Subscription Form.
In all instances where bank details are required, if the bank in question is located in a jurisdiction
that is not a full EU member or member of FATF, further information may need to be provided in
relation to the bank in order for the subscription to be accepted.
Any documents that are presented in a language other than English may need to be translated and
provided separately as a faithful translation of the original. Unless otherwise required by law, the
information provided will not be provided to any regulatory or tax authorities.
QP2PL further reserves the right to request additional information on any of the documents or
information provided if deemed necessary to ensure QP2PL’s compliance with applicable
AML/CVR legislation.

APPENDIX [2] (continued)

2.

CORPORATE ENTITY, PARTNERSHIP / UNINCORPORATED BUSINESS
(unregulated and not listed on a recognised Stock Exchange)
N.B. For investment funds structured as corporate entities or partnerships and administered by a
regulated administrator, please refer to Section 6.
N.B. For corporate entities listed on a recognised Stock Exchange, please refer to Section 4.
2.1 Corporate / Constitutive Documents
The information provided must include the full name, registration number, date of
incorporation/registration and the registered address or principal place of business:
a) Copy of Certificate of Incorporation / Registration and any Certificate of Name Change if
applicable;
b) Copy of the Partnership Agreement, Memorandum and Articles of Association or other
agreement constituting the unincorporated business;
c) Original or True Copy of a Certificate of Good Standing / Extract from the Registry of
Companies (or other official document) if the entity has been in existence for over one year to
evidence continued existence (this document must be issued by the relevant authority within the
last 6 months from point of submission to QP2PL); and
d) Register of Members or Certificate of Incumbency with details of the members /partners.
N.B. If the Certificate of Incumbency confirms the good legal standing of the entity, then a
Certificate of Incumbency can be accepted in satisfaction of the requirements under 2.1 (c) and 2.1
(d). This document must be issued by the relevant authority within the last 6 months from point of
submission to QP2PL.
2.2 Ownership and Control Structure Chart, signed by a Director or the Company Secretary
The chart should show the entire structure (up to and including the ultimate beneficial owners),
along with a percentage of share capital that they hold and/or control. For any intermediary
corporate entities, documents under 2.1 (c) and 2.1 (d) are to be provided.
2.3 Register of Directors, signed by a Director or the Company Secretary
The Register should contain the following details of all the directors:







official full name;
date and place of birth;
permanent residential address;
identity reference number (where available); and
nationality.

We will require personal information as under 1.1 and 1.2 on at least one of the Directors.
In case of a corporate director, the full name, registration number, date of incorporation and registered
address or principal place of business of the corporate entity is required, as well as a Register of
Directors of the corporate director. We will require personal information as under 1.1 and 1.2 on at least
one of the Directors of the corporate director.
In case of a Partnership, this information is to be provided on the General Partner as applicable.
In case of unincorporated business, this information is to be provided on the persons vested with the
administration / representation of the business.
2.4 Authorised Signatory List – signed by a Director, the Company Secretary or the General
Partner
Including samples of all signatures and the details of any signing protocol.
2.5 On the Ultimate Beneficial Owners
Holding or controlling directly or indirectly:
(i) 10%+ of the entity’s share capital; the documentation under 1.1 and 1.2
(ii) 10%+ of the monies invested (if different); the documentation under 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3

APPENDIX [2] (continued)

3.
CORPORATE AND GOVERNMENT PENSION SCHEMES
N.B. This section applies to pension, superannuation or similar scheme that provides retirement benefits
to employees, where contributions are effected through deduction from wages and where scheme
regulations prohibit members from assigning their interests under the scheme. If the scheme does not
meet this requirement, then please refer to Sections 2 or 4 as appropriate.
3.1 Most recent audited annual financial statements
3.2 Copy of relevant tax certification confirming tax status of the pension scheme
3.3 Register of Directors, signed by a Director or the Company Secretary
The Register should contain the following details of all the directors: official full name, date and place
of birth, permanent residential address.
3.4 Authorised Signatory List – signed by a Director or the Company Secretary
Including samples of all signatures and the details of any signing protocol.
4.
CORPORATE ENTITY
Listed on a recognised Stock Exchange in an OECD jurisdiction and investing as principal
4.1 Proof of listing
Including details of the recognised exchange, including web address to confirm listing status.
4.2 Register of Directors, signed by a Director or the Company Secretary
The Register should contain the following details of all the directors: official full name, date and place
of birth, permanent residential address.
4.3 Authorised Signatory List – signed by a Director or the Company Secretary
Including samples of all signatures and the details of any signing protocol.
5.

TRUSTS

5.1 Trust Documents
Copy of the Trust Deed, or an extract thereof: The information provided must include the full name
of the trust, nature and purpose of the trust and the country of establishment.
5.2 Structure Chart, signed by the Trustees
The chart should reflect the Trustees, Protectors, Settlors and Beneficiaries (if determined) and the
percentage which the beneficial owners hold within the Trust (if determined). If the beneficiaries are
not yet determined, details shall be provided on the class of persons in whose main interest the Trust
is set up or operates.
5.3 Settlor of the Trust
The information and documentation as requested under 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 are to be provided on the
settlor of the Trust.
5.4 Beneficiaries
Where the beneficiaries have been determined, the documents under 1.1 and 1.2 are to be provided on
the beneficiaries of 10% + of the Trust.
5.5 Information on Trustees
Individual Trustees: Please provide the documentation as specified under 1.1 and 1.2.
Corporate Trustees: Please provide the full name, registration number, date of incorporation and
registered address or principal place of business of the Trustees, a copy of the register of directors
(certified by a director or company secretary), as well as a copy of the authorisation to act as Trustee
issued by the relevant authority.
5.6 Authorised Signatory List of the Trustees – signed by a Director or the Company
Secretary of the Trustees
Including samples of all signatures and the details of any signing protocol.

APPENDIX [2] (continued)

6.
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS / INTERMEDIARIES
Designated Bodies, “DB”, including regulated administrators of investment funds. If an administrator
is not regulated, nor is it a subsidiary of a regulated DB, then refer to the section of the CVR which
applies to the corporate structure of the investor. In such a case information on the beneficial owners
will be required, both at the time of investment and periodically thereafter, and 6.4(4) will be applied.
6.1 Confirmation of regulated status
Confirmation of membership, authorisation or licensing with appropriate regulatory body, along with
details of the regulatory body, including web address.
6.2 Authorised Signatory List – signed by a Director or the Company Secretary
Including samples of all signatures and the details of any signing protocol.
6.3 Where applicable, confirmation that the DB is investing and is allowed to invest as principal
for its own account
N.B. When the DB invests as nominee, please refer to Section 6.4 instead
6.4 Additional documents when the DB invests as Nominee
(1) Written confirmation (“Letter of Comfort”) that the DB complies with appropriate AML /CVR
regulation with regard to verifying identity and residence of the beneficial owners.
The letter should include;
a. Details of the AML/CVR regulations that the DB complies with;
b. Undertaking in writing that the DB will immediately provide its AML/CVR due diligence files
to QP2PL upon request and to the extent permitted by law in the DB’s jurisdiction.
(2) In case the DB is located in a jurisdiction that is not a member of FATF, the following
information is to be provided on the ultimate beneficial owners of 10% + of the monies invested:

official full name,

date and place of birth,

permanent residential address,

identity reference number (where available) and

nationality.
(3) In case the investor is a subsidiary of a regulated DB but not itself regulated, the confirmations
required under section 6.4 (1) shall be made by the regulated DB on behalf of the relevant
subsidiary and include a confirmation that the subsidiary complies with the regulated DB’s AML
/ CVR procedures and policies. Evidence should be provided that the investor is a subsidiary of
the regulated DB (in the form of a signed structure chart or other written confirmation).
(4) In the case of a fund administrator located in a jurisdiction that is not a member of FATF, the
fund administrator shall provide confirmation that QP2PL will be notified, on an on-going basis,
of any changes to noteholders and/or ultimate beneficial owners of 10% + of the monies invested
and provide the information requested under section 6.4 (2).
(5) In case the fund administrator referred to above is a subsidiary of a fund administrator regulated
in a FATF member state, a confirmation that the fund administrator complies with its parent
company’s AML / CVR procedures and policies shall be provided. Evidence should be provided
that the fund administrator is a subsidiary of the regulated company which AML / CVR procedures
the fund administrator complies with (in the form of a signed structure chart or other written
confirmation).

APPENDIX [3]
SOURCE OF WEALTH DECLARATION
To be returned with the Subscription Form
In the event that there is more than 1 investor or ultimate beneficial owner a separate sheet must be
completed for each.
Name of investor / Ultimate Beneficial Owner:
_______________________________________________

I provide the following details in relation to the source of wealth (i.e. the economic activity which
generated your total net worth):
☐ Employment: please provide details job title(s)/function(s) held, name(s) of employer(s)
☐ Self-employed: details of the nature of the employment / business
☐ Business owner: details of the nature of the business
☐ Inheritance
☐ Other (please provide a detailed description)

_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

Consent is hereby given to QP2PL and/or the Transfer Agent/Investment Manager to disclose this
transaction to those institutions which are legally entitled to receive the information contained herein.

APPENDIX [4]

REDEMPTION FORM

c/o Doran & Minehane Limited
59/60 O’Connell Street, Limerick, Ireland, V94 E95T
Telephone: +353 61 430000
Attention: Transfer Agency Department
E-mail: Quantrom@doranandminehane.com
Enquiries: Quantrom@doranandminehane.com

I/we the undersigned noteholder (the “Noteholder”) hereby notifies Quantrom P2P Lending Designated
Activity Company (“QP2PL”) that pursuant to the terms of the PPN Subscription Agreement, dated 25
October 2018, the Noteholder wishes to redeem, on the next Redemption Point available, the following
number or value of Notes in QP2PL:
Number of Notes or Euro amount to be redeemed:
_________________________ Notes;
(number of notes to be redeemed)
or
Such number of Notes as are equal to the sum of: €______

APPENDIX [4] (continued)

Terms used herein and not otherwise defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed to them in the PPN
Subscription Agreement.
A Noteholder may request redemption of all or some of its Notes at a Redemption Point. The Redemption
Point is two hours after the Valuation Point and within the last calendar day of the relevant calendar month.
Further, the Redemption Point is any other time of day which the Directors of QP2PL in their sole discretion
may from time to time determine.
Noteholders wishing to redeem their Notes as of a particular Redemption Point must provide the Transfer
Agent/Investment Manager with 35 Business Days (or such shorter period as the Directors of QP2PL may
permit, either generally or in any particular case) prior written notice of their intention to redeem such Notes
as of that Redemption Point.
The redemption price of each Note is equal to the Price of the Note as at the Valuation Point on the Valuation
Day immediately prior to the relevant Redemption Point. The Valuation Day is the last calendar day of the
relevant calendar month or such other calendar day(s) as the Directors of QP2PL, in their sole discretion,
may from time to time determine. The Valuation Point is the close of business in the last market relevant to
QP2PL to close on each Valuation Day or such other time as the Directors may determine.
The PPN Subscription Agreement provides that the determination of the Price of the Notes is binding on
Noteholders once such value has been determined in respect of the redemption price per Note and stated in
good faith by or on behalf of the Directors.
With effect from the relevant Redemption Point a redeeming Noteholder will be treated as a creditor for the
redemption proceeds of the Notes being redeemed (rather than a Noteholder).
After the relevant Redemption Point, the redeeming Noteholder will have no rights as a Noteholder in respect
of the Notes being redeemed save for the right to receive the redemption proceeds in respect of the relevant
Notes. The right of the redeeming Noteholder to receive the redemption proceeds shall rank ahead of the
rights of the remaining Noteholders in the distribution of the surplus assets of QP2PL on its liquidation, but
behind debts owed to QP2PL’s service providers and other third party creditors.
The undersigned Noteholder also acknowledges that this Redemption Form will be dealt with in accordance
with the procedures for redemption described in the PPN Subscription Agreement.
Redemption requests for Notes should be made by completing and signing this document in accordance with
the terms set forth therein and attaching it as instructed on the website http://www.quantrom.com (“the
QP2PL Website”).
Completion through the QP2PL Website is the preferred methodology for redemptions.
The Redemption Form may also be sent by e-mail at the e-mail address provided in the Redemption
Form. Noteholders should be aware of the risks associated with sending documentation by e-mail and in any
event the signed Redemption Form must be sent to the Transfer Agent.
Redemption payments will be made in Euro and will be remitted by wire transfer to the account from which
the Subscription Price was paid unless QP2PL, the Investment Manager and the Transfer Agent agree
otherwise.

APPENDIX [4] (continued)

Date: ____________________
I/We hereby represent and warrant that I/we am/are the lawful and/or beneficial owner(s) of the Notes to be
redeemed and that such Notes are not subject to any pledge or otherwise encumbered in any fashion.
I/We acknowledge and agree that if all of the relevant information requested under the Client Verification
Requirements section (“CVR”) of the Subscription Documents has not been supplied to the Transfer
Agent/Investment Manager that no redemption proceeds will be paid to the Noteholders (even though the
redemption request will be actioned). Instead, the redemption proceeds will be held in QP2PL’s bank account,
without any interest accrued in favour of the Noteholders and the Noteholder will bear all associated risks.
I/We hereby acknowledge and agree that all payments in respect of redemptions will be made to the account
of the registered Noteholder at the remitting bank/financial institution (as provided for in the Subscription
Form).
I/We acknowledge and understand that this redemption request will be deemed to have been received by the
Transfer Agent/Investment Manager on behalf of QP2PL only if I/we receive written confirmation of receipt
thereof from the Transfer Agent/Investment Manager.
I/We acknowledge that a redemption request once made will be irrevocable and may not be withdrawn
without the consent of the Directors of QP2PL.
_____________________________
Registered Name of Noteholder
_____________________________
Signature

_____________________________
Second Signature (if applicable)

_____________________________
Print exact name of signatory here

_____________________________
Print exact name of second signatory here (if
applicable)

_____________________________
Registered Address of Noteholder

_____________________________
Contact Address of Noteholder

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

Telephone: ____________________

_____________________________

E-mail:

_____________________________

____________________

APPENDIX [4] (continued)
NOTES TO REDEMPTION FORM
1. Corporate Noteholders
Any person signing this Redemption Form for a corporate Noteholder who is not on the current list of
authorised signatories for such corporation should supply a revised list of specimen authorised
signatures and evidence of the corporate authority of such revised signatories.
2. E-mailed Notices
Neither QP2PL nor the Transfer Agent accepts any responsibility for any errors in, or liability arising
from, this Redemption Form being sent by e-mail.
3. Restrictions on Redemption
The PPN Subscription Agreement describes various restrictions on the redemption of Notes.

Issuer Name: Quantrom P2P Lending DAC
ISIN Group: Profit Participating Note Program
ISIN Code: IE00BFM83V84
ISIN CFI Code: DMMXXR
Currency: EUR

